
PROMO BLURBS 

The “97%-success-rate” cancer treatment you’ve never heard of… 
After being told by his doctor he had 90 days to live, Rodney Stamps and his wife Paige 
embarked on a search for an alternative to chemo and radiation. This heart-wrenching and 
heartwarming book chronicles Rodney’s triumphant journey to full remission after following a 
little known but highly effective cancer treatment.  https://amzn.to/2FoBANS  

Chemo and radiation didn’t beat your cancer? This book might… 
Given the dismal success rate of chemotherapy and radiation to treat cancer, many are left with a 
body still ravaged by both cancer AND the treatment itself. But, there IS hope. In “90 Days to 
Live,” you’ll follow the amazing story of one family as they shunned traditional cancer 
treatments, while ultimately finding one that worked—one with a 97% success rate!  https://
amzn.to/2FoBANS  

Where can you find an effective alternative cancer treatment? In this new book… 
Any search for a cancer treatment that actually works (and isn’t chemo or radiation), will turn up 
countless “cures” that are downright “scammy”—expensive, usually ineffective, and 
occasionally dangerous. After Rodney Stamps was diagnosed with cancer, and refused chemo, he 
started hunting for an effective alternative one. In “90 Days to Live,” you’ll learn all about the 
treatment he found—and which eventually cured him!  https://amzn.to/2FoBANS  

The cancer cure his doctors never told him about… 
After Rodney Stamps was diagnosed with cancer, and told he had 90 days to live, he began 
searching for an alternative NON-chemo/radiation treatment that actually worked. The one he 
found—and which cured him—had a 97% success rate. Not only had he never heard of it from 
the mainstream medical world, but the doctor who developed it endured systematic persecution 
for decades, for promoting it. Get the whole story in “90 Days to Live.”  https://amzn.to/
2FoBANS  

Have cancer, but reject chemo? So did this guy – who’s now cancer-free! 
Cancer has touched most of us—either personally or through a friend or loved one’s experience. 
And anyone who’s witnessed it firsthand knows that chemo or radiation are arguably worse than 
the cancer! Yet, for many cancers, they’re all modern medicine has to offer. But, as a new book, 
“90 Days to Live” recounts, alternative cancer treatments that work (as this one did for its 
author) DO exist—minus the awful side effects.  https://amzn.to/2FoBANS  

Considering alternative cancer treatments? This one cured the author… 
When his doctor urged him to start chemo for his cancer—but only promised it’d add a few 
months to his life—Rodney Stamps rejected that advice and begin searching for an effective 
alternative treatment. “90 Days to Live” is his story of sorting through countless garbage 
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treatments (ineffective or dangerous), and eventually finding his cure—with very little help from 
modern medicine.  https://amzn.to/2FoBANS  

He cured his cancer while dramatically growing his business… 
When Rodney Stamps was diagnosed with cancer, the fire-safety business he’d started several 
years earlier with his wife Paige was on the cusp of taking off. Rejecting chemotherapy, they 
searched for, and found, an alternative treatment that actually worked. In the end, he beat his 
cancer, while taking his business to whole new levels of profitability. Read the amazing story: 
“90 Days to Live.”  https://amzn.to/2FoBANS 
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